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WP 5: Commitments 

 C19: Creative Industries (ULB)

 C20: Open Access to Research Results / Research Information Services 

(EIZ)

 C21: Facilitating Effective Collaborative Research and Knowledge 

Transfer (EIZ)

 C22: Develop a European knowledge market for patents and licensing 

(ZEW)

 C23: Safeguard against the use of IPRs for anti-competitive purposes 

(ZEW)



WP 5: Work Performed in First Reporting Period

 Understanding the economic rationale of the five commitments 

defining major impact channels and expected impacts.

 Review, summarize and discuss for each of the commitments separately 

the relevant existing literature.

 Identify and gather potential data sources and indicators for impact 

assessment and empirical research in the next phase

 Data collection for some commitments ongoing.

 Deliverable D5.1 Literature Review and Data Collection



C22: European Knowledge Market for Patents & Licensing

-Major Objectives and Milestones

 Objective: Develop a European knowledge market for patents and licensing to 

improve underrealized usage of knowledge stocks

 Potential iniatives considered 

• Online technology platforms that aim to match potential buyers with potential sellers

• Mean to overcome difficulties to find partners (Agarwal et al. 2014), but other issues remain 

(valuation of technology, information assymetries, risk of imitation)

• EC studies considering public and private initiatives concluded that EU should at this moment 

not create a technology exchange platform, since public initiatives in DE, UK, DK are not very 

sucessful and commercial initiatives are still in infant stages, with best practices not yet defined.

• Creation of an European Licensing funds

• Patent funds which obtain patent portfolios to sell, licence or litigate them

• Risk: focus on short-term litigation returns instead of long-term returns from technology 

development and commercialization

• Encourage patent valorization by SMEs through consulting and financial support 



C22: European Knowledge Market for Patents & Licensing 

- Key Findings from Literature Review

• Evidence for current undervalorization of European technology. 

• + 8 to 24 % of European granted patents could be valorized (EC expert group on patent valorization)

• 36 % of European patents are not used for commercial of industrial purpose (Gambardella et al 2005)

• European patent holders fail to license 38 % of the patents they would be willing to license out

• Technology trading platforms offer an opportunity to improve underusage of technology by 

reducing transaction and search costs. 

• But up to now severe real practical barriers exist that need to be resolved before there can be 

an European technology exchange. 

• Preliminarily conclusion:

 While C22 can lead to a drastic reduction in transaction costs in the future, especially for SMEs and 

public research organisations, and to drastically lower technology / license search costs, as well as 

potentially lower patent portfolio management costs, these benefits are yet to be realized. 



C22: European Knowledge Market for Patents & Licensing 

- Plans for Integration into NEMESIS (1)

 Potential macro impact

 If EU creates a technology exhange platform, this would presumably increase the prevalence of 

technology licensing, thus

 Increasing the returns through innovation

 Heightening diffusion of innovation (spillovers)

 Effects would presumably most significant in sectors where technology licensing is already common: 

biotechnology, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, software, and semiconductors (Fosfuri and Giarratana, 

2010), but could also spread to other sectors which currently rely less on licensing.



C22: European Knowledge Market for Patents & Licensing 

- Plans for Integration into NEMESIS (2)

 Classification of commitment for NEMESIS:  Statement 

 Change from Unnecessary to Statement.

 Commitment has resulted in a series of studies commissioned by the EC but no actual policy actions.

 Conclusion from the studies: There is certainly potential for improving the functioning of the 

European market for patents and licensing, but its main recommendation was to observe the (mainly 

US) private market. Only when a stable business model emerges in the private markets a public 

technology and IP matching platform in Europe would be considered.



C22: European Knowledge Market for Patents & Licensing 

– Impact Assessment

• Trends in the patent trading and licensing landscape

• PATSTAT legal event data: used to create sector- country-level indices for patent licensing and 

ownership changes

• Investigating the impact of patent licensing and ownership changes on innovation

• Combining European CIS data and indices for patent licensing and ownership changes (industry 

level)

• Using German CIS data to investigate the impact of „not possessing relevant IP rights“  on innovation

• Qualitative: one platform‘s patent portfolio

• Do platforms as they exist now generate trade among more hindered partners such as SMEs?

• One established European platform, e.g. Danish PTO‘s IP Marketplace

• Microanalysis of current listings: owner, technology, age, asking price, … 

• If possible: how many deals have been concluded?

• If possible: track traded patents in patent system: further evolution



C23 Role of Competition Policy in Safeguarding Against 

the Use of IPRs for Anti-Competitive Purposes - Rationale

• Rationale: Complex industries are prone to patent thickets and related patent hold-up which 

potentially eliminate market competition and stifle innovation

• Since the 1980s (USA) and 1990s (Europe) a sharp increase in the number of patents.

• Increased fragmentation of ownership (patent thickets) (Shapiro 2001, Gilbert 2010).

• Aggregated licensing costs the technology user faces exceeds the licensing costs the user would have 

to bear if the ownership were only in the hands of one entity (royalty stacking).

• Patent thickets potentially lead to higher prices and to an underuse of the protected technology. 

• Patent thickets and the related problem of hold-up can lead to non-competitive price-setting (reduced

market competition) and to diminished innovation incentives, thus harming consumer welfare (Lemley

& Shapiro 2007)

 Patent thickets and hold-up are a serious concern for competition as well as IP authorities.



C23 Use of IPRs for Anti-Competitive Purposes 

- Milestones 

• Revision of the chapter on standardization of the „Guidelines on the applicability of

Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) to horizontal 

cooperation agreements“ in 2011

• Guidelines define „safe-harbour“ for standardization agreements to not infringe competition law

• Accordingly, standard setting will not infringe competition

• where the standardization agreement does not contain any obligation to comply with the standard

• where access to standards is provided on FRAND terms

• When these principles are not fulfilled, the respective agreement will be assessed

whether it restricts competition within the meaning of Article 101(1) or not



C23 Use of IPRs for Anti-Competitive Purposes 

- Key Findings

 Standardization agreements, cross-licensing and patent pools are seen as most 

efficient coordination mechanisms to solve patent thickets and hold-up  problem. 

 Standardization agreements might be subject to anti-competitive misconduct 

(collusion and foreclosure of competitors).

 But there is hardly any convincing empirical evidence that the anti-competitive misconduct is a problem 

in reality except for a few large firms. 

 Ex-ante disclosure rules and FRAND licensing implemented at most SSOs work as safeguards.  

 Cross-licensing and patent pools subject to similar anti-competitive misconduct. Four

main suggestions to reduce risk of anti-competitive behaviour of patent pools:

• Allow patent pool members to license their own patent rights to any party, independent of the pool. 

• Each firm should be granted access to the pooled patents on FRAND terms. 

• Control mechanism should restrict the exchange of sensitive information. 

• Only include complementary or standard-essential patents in the pool. 



C23 Use of IPRs for Anti-Competitive Purposes 

- Plans for Integration into NEMESIS

 Classification of commitment for NEMESIS:  Statement / Unnecessary

 Specific rules (safeguards) primarily designed to protect the firms’ IP behavior in a way that the firms 

do not violate EU competition (or IP) law may have an impact on the EU innovation system. 

 But, it is empirically underresearched whether or not patent thickets and patent hold-ups are a 

significant problem for an innovation system. Theoretical (anecdotal) contributions on that topic 

exist without (strong) empirical evidence. 

 Even if there was a significant patent thickets / patent hold-up problem, the effects on firm 

performance, let alone the macro-economic performance, would be a priori not clear.

 Major problem for integration into NEMESIS: Find/collect the required IP data about patent thickets, 

patent hold-ups, SSOs and their implemented rules and to link it to firm-level data. Furthermore, it is 

difficult to identify hold-up problems or patent thickets and the violation thereof. 

 During the last 10 years there have been brought up only a few cases at the EU court where firms 

violated competition law (hold-up, patent ambush) by their IP behavior.



WP 5: Plans for Integration into NEMESIS - Summary

Commitment Classification  for NEMESIS

C19: Creative Industries Candidate

C20:   Open Access to Research Results / Research Information Services Candidate

C21:   Facilitating Effective Collaborative Research and Knowledge Transfer Candidate

C22: Develop a European knowledge market for patents and licensing Statement

C23:   Safeguard against the use of IPRs for anti-competitive purposes Statement / Unnecessary
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